Cerebrovascular disease and hippocampal atrophy are differently linked to functional coupling of brain areas: an EEG coherence study in MCI subjects.
The working hypothesis of paper is that the functional coupling of brain areas is combined with different neuroradiological substrates and has different clinical manifestations. 31 normal old subjects and 85 subjects with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) underwent EEG recordings and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Intrahemispheric and interhemispheric linear EEG coherences were computed. At first, all normal old and MCI subjects were compared. Subsequently, three subgroups of MCI were obtained based on neuroradiological substrate (subcortical cerebrovascular damage, MCI-CVD; cholinergic pathways vascular damage MCI-CHOL; and hippocampal atrophy, MCI-HIPP) and compared with a normal old sample matched for age, education and Mini-Mental State Examination score. The group of MCI subjects compared to normal old subjects shows: 1) decrease of intrahemispheric coherence in fronto-parietal regions (both right and left hemisphere); 2) increase of interhemispheric coherence on frontal regions in delta frequency; and 3) increase of interhemispheric coherence on temporal regions (from delta to alpha3 frequency bands). In the MCI subgroups, hippocampal atrophy is linked to an increase of interhemispheric coherence seen on frontal and temporal regions whereas subcortical CVD is linked to the largest decrease of coherence in fronto-parietal regions. MCI-CVD patients performed worst on Trail Making Test battery whereas MCI-HIPP patients were impaired on Rey word list delayed recall and Rey figure recall.